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2. Introduction
The continuing advances in computer processing power, storage and network transmission capacity, as
well as an ever-increasing amount of information and services available on the Internet indicate that there
are great potential advantages for future CAD environments [1, 2] to leverage wide-area networks.
Moreover, as design complexity continues to grow exponentially, so do the needs for and opportunities
provided by network collaboration and design environments.

In the future, advances in computer and networking technologies will enable the rise of ubiquitous
computing [36], applications that dynamically adapt to different hardware capabilities [37, 38], and an
increase in the number of network tools and services. Moreover, emerging technologies will enable
data migration [39], agent/application migration [40-42], and network data access[43]. In this
environment, it will be imperative that distributed applications be scaleable and extensible. In addition,
the rise of such distributed design systems will require advanced server features [44, 46, 50] like
consistency, fault tolerance, security, and intelligent resource location mechanisms.

On the client side, users of the system should be able to access and execute tools with minimal
hardware and software in place (e.g. Java-enabled network browser). Moreover, the working
environment should allow remote tool invocation according to users’ access criteria and permission.
Flexible open frameworks could be achieved by customizable configuration of data formats and tools
from different sources.
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This report documents the research work carried out in the high-level design and architecture of a
distributed design environment. It also highlights and describes different pieces of client software
infrastructure and applications that have been developed to test the technical and usage feasibility of a
network design environment. The issues and challenges involved in building such a distributed
environment will be discussed and the experience and findings with developing, integrating and
deploying the client and server infrastructure will be analyzed.
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3. WELD Architecture
3.1 Introduction
The goal of the WELD infrastructure team [97, 99] is to provide a high-level system architecture as well
as the software infrastructure that enable and facilitate a distributed design environment. This
environment should allow application developers to easily incorporate their tools into the environment
and should allow network users to access and flexibly configure the tools and services available.

Throughout the design, implementation, and testing process, not only have we considered the technical
challenges, such as communications, connectivity, data consistency and availability, etc., involved in
building and deploying a distributed environment, we have also looked into ways of improving the
usability, data transmission efficiency and hence the overall performance of a network-based design
environment.

3.2 Comparison to Previous Work
The work of providing the architecture and infrastructure of a distributed design environment can be
compared closely to that of developing CAD frameworks, which is an area of active research[1-6].
Our system provides many of the features that a CAD framework provides[2], such as:
•

design database – provision of a data manager and client object management package,

•

design data manager – versioning, security and meta-data1 handling capabilities and

•

design process manager – distributed tool flow manager.
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However, our approach differs from others’ work in a number of fundamental ways. Most of the past
efforts in the area of CAD frameworks is involved in introducing new systems, techniques or extensions
in specific areas of design data management [7, 8], design meta data management [9-12] and flow,
process and tool management [13-25]. WELD, however, is concerned with providing the connection
and communication mechanisms among distributed users, tools and services. While we are also
involved in the development EDA applications [94], our main goal is to provide the enabling and
enhancing2 mechanisms that leverages most, if not all, systems and toolkits in place3. We deliberately
engineered our infrastructure in a way such that no restrictions or assumptions are placed on data
representation, design methodologies or data and tool usage. Instead, we allow application users and
developers to retain their existing methodologies and/or build on top of our infrastructure.

Past frameworks and systems were also tightly-coupled with their particular operating environment; in
many recent cases, it has been the UNIX and NFS (Network File System) environment. Such a
relationship made it difficult, if not impossible, to extend the frameworks/systems to an Internet
environment, which consists of heterogeneous hardware platforms and operating systems. On the other
hand, WELD infrastructure is based on platform-independent standards, such as Java on the client side,
socket implementation for network connectivity, and open and generic string-based communication

1

Meta data refers to information regarding the data, e.g. version, user and permission information.

2

Enhancing mechanisms include manipulation and processing of design information and tool dependency, etc.
New or legacy tools can be integrated into our environment by placing a server wrapper on top of it.

3
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protocols. Complete platform independence on both the client 4 and server5 sides is another feature
which distinguishes our environment with other frameworks.

3.3 Motivation
Rapid technological development is taking place in the area of Internet, networking and data processing
technologies, such as HTTP [63, 64], Java [65], object-oriented database [47-49] and distributed
systems [44]. It is important that any design technology infrastructure take account of, is compatible
with, and leverage these technologies. The increase in complexity of the data and process of electronic
design, large and distributed teams of engineers, also provides many needs and opportunities [23, 35]
for wide-area collaboration in the design of complex electronic systems. These trends enable and
necessitate the development of a distributed design system that is composed of cross-platform,
network-enabled tools and a platform independent and collaborative user environment.

At the system level, there are many attributes and benefits that pertain to an open distributed design
environment [44-46]. The environment and infrastructure should be scaleable and adaptive, i.e.
services and performance of the system would not be sacrificed with the addition of tools, users and
different technologies. The WELD infrastructure consists of components that are flexible and extensible
so that users can easily extend existing features (on the client, server sides and communication and
network service capabilities) and that the system could easily adapt to new, as well as legacy, tools and
technologies.

4

A Java-enabled web browser, such as Netscape or Internet Explorer, is all that a user needs to access the WELD
system and available resources.
5
Tool encapsulation mechanism is provided by a generic C++ server wrapper.
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The distributed environment should be platform independent and place a minimum requirement on
end-users’ hardware and software environment and capability. Anyone who has access to a Javaenabled web browser can access the WELD system, regardless of their hardware and software
computing environment.

In addition, the system should have the ability to support a wide range of computing resources.
Server communication technology allows local computing power to be coupled with applications and
data processing of network servers. The Distributed Data Manager (explained later in detail) enables
users to store and retrieve information at a network location. These capabilities allow the WELD
environment to support of a wide range of computing platforms from high-end workstations to mobile
PDAs.

Users and developers of a distributed (design) environment should be able to leverage existing
software, systems and toolkits. Java, network protocols and server technology enable the
encapsulation of existing tools and software resources regardless of their programming language,
operating system base and development environment (such as commercial or academia) and allow them
to be integrated into the WELD environment.

A distributed environment should also facilitate parallel processing. Parallel processing can be
achieved implicitly and at a low cost in a web-based environment (like WELD) since operations can be
easily distributed over the network to different servers.
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There are also a set of characteristics, at the user-level, that are important to a distributed design
environment. The distributed environment should be able to reach and be accessible by a large user
base. The large number of Internet users both creates needs and provides opportunities for innovation
and wide-area collaboration.

Applications and services in a distributed environment should manifest high availability.
Networked tools in the WELD environment provide users with on-demand access regardless of time of
request or geographical location.

Finally, a distributed design environment should provide consistent and intuitive user interfaces and
allow flexible tool configuration to help reduce engineers’ start-up and training time. Platform
independence of Java enable client applications to provide a consistent user interface across different
computing platforms. The Distributed Tool Flow Manager (explained later in detail) allows users to
custom design and configure workflow of “networked” services to meet application-specific needs.
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Figure 3-1 Weld System Architecture.
The WELD architecture is a three-tier architecture consisting of, Clients – users/programs who access
the network resources of the system, Remote Servers – tools or services that are made available for
network access and Network Services – services existing in the network that assist various client/server
activities. The mechanisms that enable these network entities to communicate with each other are the
Client-Server Communication Protocol and Client-Database Communication Protocol.
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3.4.1 Components Description
This section provides a description and detailed explanation of the functionality of each WELD
component.

3.4.1.1 Clients
Clients are (end-user) applications that make use of WELD network infrastructure. They can be Java
Network Clients – Java client programs ran via a Java-enabled browser, such as Netscape or Internet
Explorer, which utilize the capabilities of the Java-Client Package to gain access to the system
(database and remote servers). They can also be Stand-Alone Clients – applications that are
developed in Java, C, C++ or PERL, that support network socket operations and the client
protocol(s) can also connect with tools and services in the system.

3.4.1.2 Remote Servers
Remote servers are tools that can be invoked by WELD clients across the Internet. They can be
Legacy Tool Servers – legacy (and new) tools wrapped with server wrappers can be integrated into
the distributed system and executed by network clients. They can also be Integrated Servers –
servers, developed in Java, C, C++, etc., that have built-in support for socket connections and the
client-server protocol can be seamlessly integrated into the WELD system. Integrated network
capabilities may also enable Integrated Servers to play a larger role (beyond simple program execution
and data processing) in the system.
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3.4.1.3 Network Services
Network services are components that provide features and functionality that are useful to most
applications. These include the Distributed Data Manager, Proxies and Registry Service.

3.4.1.3.1 Distributed Data Manager
A database system that manages data residing in the network, as opposed to on client machines or
servers.
Functionality of the data manager include:
•

Saving and loading of data.

•

Query and search.

•

Versioning of data/objects/programs [50].

•

Incremental update mechanism [50].

•

Fine-grained granularity of object/data locking [51].

•

Transaction mechanism [52].

•

Directory/Registry service.

•

HTTP support (may be used also as a web server).

3.4.1.3.2 Proxies
In the WELD architecture, we refer to a proxy as a software program residing in the network that acts
“intelligently” and transparently as an agent[42] between clients, network servers and other proxies.
Functionality of proxies [37] include:
•

When co-located with Web servers, proxies extend the Netscape-Java security model and
enable Java applets/clients to communicate with available network resources.

•

Caching of (frequently accessed) data.

•

Automatic translation between data formats as needed for tools.
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•

Data “distillation” [38] according to application needs and network links.

•

Security/Access control [54-58].

•

Dynamic search for servers (in case of failures).

•

Queuing, batch processing and scheduling/locking for servers.

•

Plug-in architecture that allows the extension of proxy capability to meet application-specific
needs.

3.4.1.3.3 Registry Service
A table (dynamic storage), which may be co-located with a data server, that maintains information on
the availability of network resources.
•

Tools and services register with the system to inform the registry of their existence and
availability, as well as any restriction that is placed upon access of the resources.

•

User applications can query the registry for availability and possible selection of tools.
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3.4.1.4 Client-Server Communication Protocol
The client/server communication protocol enables communication between client-server and proxyserver. It was designed to:
•

Flexibly handle server parameter type and values.

•

Allow for stand-alone, as well as recursive, command structure.

•

Be extensible by users and application developers.

3.4.1.5 Client-Database Communication Protocol
The client/database communication protocol enables clients/client objects to communication with a
network database system. This protocol:
•

Allows client objects to be translated and mirrored in the database.

•

Allows the linking of objects in a completely arbitrary manner.

•

Enables clients to take advantage of built-in database capabilities, such as save, load, query,
versioning, etc.
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4. Client Infrastructure and Applications
4.1 Introduction
The success of a distributed environment hinges upon both the quality and quantity of services available
as well as the number of users that can access the system. To enable a large user base, Java [65], with
its applets and applications being platform-independent, was chosen as the language for the
development of infrastructure and client applications for our distributed design environment.

The focus of this research is placed on client infrastructure and applications. These packages and
applications cover a wide spectrum of functionality, ranging from end-user applications to a Java objectlevel management package.

A brief description of the software developed are as followed:
•

Java Client Persistent Object Management Package – a software package that allows any
Java object to be mirrored in and manipulated by a remote data server.

•

Java-based OCT - A CAD Data Manager – Java-based version of the OCT system [26] that
helps manage CAD data model.

•

Web-based Project Management Application – an application that facilitates managing and
collaborating on projects over the Internet.

•

Distributed Tool Flow Manager – an application that allows clients to custom design and
configure the flow of networked servers and data processing.
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4.2 Java Client Persistent Object Management Package
4.2.1 Objective
Java has evolved [66, 67] from a Internet programming language for constructing applets for fancy
display on home pages to a programming language for robust, full-blown applications. The first wave of
applets were client-side applications that were downloaded as complete applications. With the use of
Java network and socket infrastructure [68], then came a new class of applications, such as on-line
games, chat rooms and whiteboards, that provide limited interactivity and data transaction to users.
Those boundaries were once again extended as the technology and need for persistent (Java) objects
arose. To meet this demand, we have developed a Java Client Persistent Object Management
Package that utilizes a data-backend to support persistent objects. The ability to manage objects
across the network (WAN or Internet) is of paramount importance especially in applications such as
distributed electronic design [34, 35].

4.2.2 Introduction
The Java Client Persistent Object Management Package allows Java (client) objects to be managed and
manipulated by a network data server. In addition to object storage and retrieval, it also allows
capabilities that the remote data backend provides to be extended to client users.

The Persistent Object package allows fields of objects to be stored in internal data structures. For
remote object management, these information are then extracted to compose a string according to a
client-server communication protocol which is then sent over to the data server. The data server then
Architecture and Infrastructure for a Distributed Design Environment
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translates the messages received and recreates the object at the data backend. (Object processing in
terms of connections/attachments can then take place at the backend. These "connection" relationships
form the basis of representing object fields, such as vectors.) The client applications can also utilize the
capabilities that the data server provides, such as querying and versioning.

The API provided for the Persistent Object package is simple and intuitive so that application
developers can easily utilize the features provided. It is also flexible and extendible so that it could be
tailored towards application-specific needs. Its scalability and ability to work in a distributed manner
make it an attractive means for networked object processing.

4.2.3 Package Description
4.2.3.1 Simple
One of the main goals of building the Persistent Object package was to provide a simple, extendible and
flexible tool to empower application developers and users to add value to a networked environment.
The overhead for using the package is minimal, and exists mainly in object definition and instantiation.
The simple API, which consists of commands such as load, save, connect, etc., allows the complexity of
the underlying operations (object persistence, network implementation, and workings and interactions of
the base classes) to be completely abstracted away from the user.

4.2.3.2 Flexible
The current implementation of the package stores and retrieves only the pre-designated fields of the
objects. Other fields in the object will be automatically skipped when performing network operations.
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A similar mechanism has been implemented in the Object Serialization [69] portion of the Java Remote
Method Invocation [70] system provided by Sun Microsystems where static and private fields
that are declared transient will not be processed for remote operations.

The package is flexible in handling policies6 such as caching and security. While the infrastructure is
present for implementing these policies (such as a isDirty field and a dbId field in the objects), no
policy is enforced in the current implementation. Application developers are free to use the structures
provided to implement the policies that suit their specific needs.

4.2.3.3 Extensible
Due to the object-oriented nature of Java, it is very easy to extend the functionalities of the base
package. For instance, developers are free to create additional objects/methods that inherit from
PersistentObject or to simply override existing methods.

The classes are organized in a functionally-modular way so that any component can be changed if
certain parameters need to be altered, such as the client-server communication protocol
(PO_CommandConstructor.java) or the network connection (PO_NetClient.java)
mechanism.

6

Policies are rules and behaviors that make use of primitive mechanisms of a system, as defined by users or
application developers.
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4.2.3.4 Distributed
The location where objects are to be loaded from and saved to can be changed at the individual-object
level (by calling setServer, setPort). This ability allows parallel and distributing processing
across the network.

4.2.3.5 Object Manipulation Mechanisms
The network operations and object manipulation mechanisms supported by the package include:
Command

Description

save

Saves a copy of the object to the data server.

versionSave

Saves a new version of the object to the server.

load

Loads the object with the corresponding ID.

versionLoad

Loads the object with the corresponding ID and version.

deleteObj

Deletes the object in the data backend
(all attached objects will also be automatically deleted).

connect

Connects 2 objects in the data backend.

disconnect

Disconnects the objects in the data backend (if they are attached).

initGenContents

Loads the objects that are attached to the current object.

initGenContainers

Loads the objects that the current object is attached to

4.2.3.6 Versioning
The support of versioning is of great importance, especially to applications and processes such as
electronic circuit design [1, 2] and software engineering [49]. Versioning capabilities of this package
are built on-top of the basic save/load mechanisms. They are enabled by backend mechanisms and a
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version field (string) in each persistent object on the front end. The client-end versioning capabilities,
which includes, save, retrieve, browse, etc., are described below.

4.2.3.6.1 Save
Any (Persistent) object can be saved as a new version using versionSave
•

Versioning a Point - If it is the first time the object is saved, a VersionObject will be created
at the data backend with the original object and new object attached to it, otherwise a copy of the
object to be saved will be attached to the already existing VersionObject in the data
backend.

•

Versioning a Tree - All and any attached objects, starting from the point of the object to be saved
will be recursively saved and attached on the backend server.

4.2.3.6.2 Retrieval
Three types of versioned-object retrieval mechanisms are provided:
1. Retrieving a specific version (e.g. version A.B)
2. Retrieving the latest release (with version flag set as "R")
3. Retrieving the latest version (with version flag set as "L")

4.2.3.6.3 Mechanisms
Although versioning capabilities are built-in, objects that do not require versioning need not deal with the
implementation at all. The basic versioning mechanisms provided with the package also allows more
sophisticated versioning policies, that applications may need, to be built on top of them.
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4.2.4 Extensions in the Package
The core of the Persistent Object package has itself been used to implement some of the more
advanced features that were deemed important and useful to general applications.

4.2.4.1 Directory Object
In order to facilitate a directory structure in the OODB server, a special class of
PersistentObject – DirObject was implemented. In addition to the
PersistentObject functionality, DirObjects also provide special connection-related
commands such as detach and getContext.
A Database Browser (graphical user interface) (see Figure 4-6) has been implemented in Java to allow
users of the system to peruse the database and directory structure.

4.2.4.2 Query Object
QueryObject was implemented in order to provide a more flexible and effective retrieving
mechanism and take advantage of backend intelligence. Currently, the keyField (first field) of the
object can be used to perform a pattern matching retrieval. Plans have been made to expand the
protocol and package to allow:
•

Query object field value.

•

Query field of object by unique id.

•

Query field value by field value.
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4.2.4.3 Version Object
VersionObject was implemented to represent a version object node in the data backend. It acts
as the point where the traversal of versioned objects is performed.

4.2.4.4 Data Object
As a basic extension of the package, DataObjects allow users to easily take advantage of a
network data server. Any files, data or objects, that can be translated to a string representation can be
saved to and retrieved from the data server with the use of this class.

Data
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Extensions
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Key:
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Constructor
NC -- Network
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NC
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Figure 4-2 Module-level organization of the PersistentObject Package
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4.2.5 Future Extensions and Considerations
Although the PersistentObject class is functional at the present stage, there are many possible
directions of extending its functionality and improving its robustness. Some of the possibilities are
described below.

4.2.5.1 Preprocessor of Source Class Files
Currently, use of the PersistentObject class requires the object developer to absorb an initial
code implementation cost. Such an overhead, though fairly small already, can be further reduced by the
development and incorporation of a preprocessor that parses the object files (.java) and automatically
generate and compile the code for network object management. However, at this stage, this would be
a task that provides little value-added to the research of distributed Java object management.

4.2.5.2 Client/Server Load Distribution
With a data management backend, applications can intelligently make use of server processing power
by "shifting" some of the computation/analysis to the backend. Load balancing [11] and distribution
between a Java application front-end and server backend serves as great future extension of this project
or an independent project on its own.

4.2.5.3 Resource Location
While the package allows for retrieval of individual objects from different servers and ports, the
mechanisms for locating an object or a service by providing user-specified properties has not been
implemented. Even though resource location [53] is an important aspect of a distributed environment,
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the discussion and implementation of resource location on top of the persistent object management
package is outside the scope of this document.

4.2.5.4 Object Management Policies
The current Persistent Object package has provided many enabling mechanisms in the areas of caching,
security and versioning. Application-specific or generic policies can be implemented using the
underlying structures and mechanisms.

4.2.5.5 Security
Different methods and measures can be taken to improve the authenticity, integrity and privacy of the
data transmitted to and from the backend server.
1. Authorized access [57, 58] of objects on the backend (login/password), which is tightly-linked to
session control and efficient multi-user support.
2. Check-length/checksum of protocol message to provide greater security measures for verifying that
message received is in fact message sent.
3. Other encryption schemes [55] (e.g. digital signatures) can be added to the transmission and receipt
of message streams to ensure privacy of network session.
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4.2.6 Overview and Analysis of Java Remote Method Invocation
4.2.6.1 Introduction
The Java Remote Method Invocation (JRMI) system [70] allows distributed Java applications that run
on different network hosts to communicate with one another as if only local calls were made. Its main
feature and restriction is that the system was specifically designed to operate in the Java environment. It
assumes the homogeneous environment of the Java Virtual Machine7 [62, 71], allowing it to seamlessly
follow the Java object model.

Since the JRMI system/package is a part of the Java API [68], it is very convenient for application
developers to take advantage of the networking and inter-object communication capabilities. However,
it being a complete Java client-server/peer-peer system make it an unattractive/unusable option in a
distributed system consisting of applications developed in multiple languages.

4.2.6.2 Technical Description

4.2.6.2.1 Definition
Remote Object - an object whose methods can be invoked from another Java Virtual Machine. This
type of object has to be declared by one or more (Java) remote interfaces.
Remote Method Invocation - invoking a method of a remote interface on a remote object.
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4.2.6.2.2 Technical Merits and Features
There are a many technical merits in using JRMI as the communication mechanism among distributed
Java objects. The reference of a remote object can be passed as an argument or returned as a result in
any method invocation, as if only a local operation was performed. The JRMI system takes advantage
of and extends the language and security features of Java, such as security managers, class loaders and
distributed garbage collection of remote objects. It also transparently handles server replication,
multiple object invocation and the loading of a class dynamically if it is not readily available locally. The
java.rmi.Naming interface provides URL-based methods to lookup, bind, rebind, unbind and
list the name and object pairings maintained on a particular host and port which make it convenient to
access remote objects.

7

The Java Virtual Machine is the software implementation of a CPU designed to run compiled Java code, including
stand-alone Java applications as well as applets that are downloaded and run in Java-enabled Web browsers.
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4.2.6.3 Comparison with Other Object Communication Models
Model
JRMI

Advantages
•

Seamless incorporation of

Disadvantages
•

distributed objects and

Only supports Java-Java
environment.

object manipulation.
RPC [59, 60]

•

System is built-in and

•

supported by the remote

Ability to manage and manipulate
objects is very restricted.

host.

CORBA [78-

•

80]

•

Pre-defined interface that

•

Calls are platform dependent.

•

Requires a language-neutral object

provides platform-

model for all parties involved (in

independence.

order to handle a heterogeneous,

Ability to take advantage of

multi-language environment).

the CORBA resources
already in place.
Java/Network

•

Sockets

Protocols can be tailored to •

Requires that the client and server

suit application-specific

engage in a pre-defined application-

needs (speed, memory

level protocol.

requirement, etc.).
•

Remote calls are platform

•

independent.

Requires the packaging of and
decoding/parsing of messages by
clients and servers.
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4.2.6.4 Comparison with WELD Client/Server Infrastructure
JRMI Characteristic

WELD Infrastructure Characteristic

Possible to access a remote object by

Object referencing is not supported.

reference.
•

However, dynamic referencing is only
meaningful in a transient environment.
Remote persistent object management has
to be done by copying object.

The Object Serialization protocol was

The communication protocols allows for

designed and implemented to achieve the

querying, versioning, as well as translations of

translation and re-construction of objects.

objects.

•

There are no natural extension to furthering •

Developers can easily extend the client,

the built-in capabilities.

server and/or client-server protocol for
application-specific needs.

The writeObject method serializes the

Each object is encoded into a separate

specified object and traverses its references to

message, object relationships are represented

other objects in the object graph recursively to by an explicit connection message/command.
create a complete serialized representation of
the graph.
Object Serialization produces just one stream
format that encodes and stores the contained
objects.
•

Finer object granularity allows for flexible
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•

Minimizes number of network operations.

data transfer, especially for loading.

Users only need to import the JRMI package,

Users need to explicitly download the package

which is available with the Java API, for the

for usage.

objects to utilize the functionality.
•

Users may use the database server
provided by the WELD group or
implement their own data server.

Versioning is done with respect to

Versioning is done with respect to updated

new/updated object definition.

data/field values of existing objects.

4.2.7 Conclusion
The Java Remote Method Invocation system serves as a useful network package for developing
distributed Java-based applications. Such applications could easily take advantage of the built-in
networking and communication functionality, such as object serialization, remote object method
invocation and referencing, etc. However, its language-dependence makes the JRMI an unsuitable
candidate for the communication backbone of a distributed environment, such as WELD, which consists
of not only Java-based clients, but also various network entities, such as database manager, proxies,
application servers, that are developed in various programming languages.
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4.3 Java-Based OCT - A CAD Data Manager
4.3.1 Objective
OCT is a data manager for VLSI/CAD applications [26]. It has been a major component of the
Berkeley CAD framework and has been used in many CAD applications and projects [25-33] since
the 1980s.

The development of the Java-based OCT package marked WELD group’s first attempt to gain
experience in evaluating efficient techniques and data structures for representing CAD data formats and
models and managing data in a network environment, with the use of an object-oriented database
backend.

There were a number of reasons why we chose to port the OCT package as the first-cut network data
model. Structurally, the use of generic attachments among OctObjects to represent object
linkage/relationship translated well into an object-oriented model. While architecturally simple, the OCT
package could be used to build and traverse arbitrarily large and complex objects, using simple
mechanisms [26] such as Attach, InitGenContents and InitGenContainers.
Developed originally at UC Berkeley, OCT is a data model known and understood well within the
research (UC Berkeley CAD) group [95]. Modifying some of the OCT-compliant legacy tools to
work in a network environment with the Java-based OCT and Java front-ends was one of the
considerations for future extensions and experiments. The resulting package would be a good base-
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object structure for the class assignments and project for a graduate class in design technology at UC
Berkeley. This translates to a solid user base for implementation and usage testing.

4.3.2 Technical Introduction
Because of OCT’s architectural elegance and simplicity, Java-based OCT has retained many of original
OCT’s features, properties and structural representation mechanism. The basic unit in a design is the
cell. A cell is the portion of a design that the user wishes to consider as a unit. A cell may have many
views, such as “schematic”, “symbolic”, “physical”, “simulation”, etc. Each view has a facet named
"contents" which contains the actual definition of the view and various application-dependent "interface"
facets. Facets, which exist beneath the level of views, contain instances of other cells, which may in turn
contain instances of other cells.

Facets consist of a collection of objects that are related by attaching one to another. The basic OCT
system allows OctObjects such as bags, boxes, terminals, etc. to be arbitrarily attached to each
other. The main mechanism of traversing these relationships is by InitGenContents (for
generating the contents vector8 of objects attached) and InitGenContainers (for
generating the containers vector of objects which the object is attached to).

OCT imposes no restriction on the interpretation of data and few restrictions on the organization

8

Vector is a data structure similar to a linked-list. It is provided as a part of the Java API.
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of OctObjects. It is left to the application developer to implement policies that assign meanings to
the organization and structure of data represented using OCT.

BasicCell

Schematic

Interface

Port1

Port2

Port3

OctCell

Physical

Contents

OctView

OctFacet

OctBox

OctPoint

OctPoint

Figure 4-3 OCT Data Structure Example.
The figure shows an example of an OCT structure (that was used as the basic cell of a
class assignment (explained later in detail)). The ovals represent OctObjects and
the links represent Attachment relationships among OctObjects.

4.3.3 Implementation Description
While we tried to retain as much of the original flavor of OCT as possible, this implementation differs in
many ways from the original OCT system. New concepts, structures and organizations have been
introduced and, at the same time, unsuitable features have been discarded.
The three main implementational differences between Java-based OCT and the original OCT are:
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1. The client/user code is written it in Java, an object-oriented programming language, as opposed to
C, which is a procedural language. Object-oriented design and organization can and has been
utilized.
2. An object-oriented database is used as a data back-end (for load, save, queries, etc.), whereas the
original OCT made use of UNIX files.
3. Since the Java-based version of OCT was designed to be able to work in both a Internet and LAN
environment, a lot of emphasis has been placed on protocol efficiency and minimization of (network)
transactions for network storage and retrieval.

4.3.4 Functional Description
The (Oct)object manipulation mechanisms are all supported in this Java-based implementation and are
embedded in the OctObject implementation which all other OctObjects inherit.
These mechanisms include:
•

Attach

•

AttachOnce

•

Delete

•

DeleteCommit

•

Detach

•

DetachCommit

•

InitGenContainers

•

InitGenContents

DeleteCommit and DetachCommit were added to the list of manipulation mechanisms due to
the need to differentiate between local and remote object processing. Objects that exists only
dynamically on the client side or operations that need not be committed can make local calls (Delete,
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Detach); operations which require the persistent object/data server to record the updates need to
explicitly call the methods (DeleteCommit, DetachCommit) that invoke remote calls over the
network so that the respective operations can be executed by the data server.

4.3.5 Applications
The Java-based OCT package was used in two assignments of the class Design Technology for
Integrated Electronic Systems (EE 244, UC Berkeley, Fall 96) [96]. The assignments involved the
place-and-route and display of a netlist (consisting of 10X10 cells) and the subsequent use of
partitioning algorithms to optimize the placement of the cells (see Figure 4-4). The purpose of the
assignment, in addition to introducing CAD concepts to the students, was to test and demonstrate the
usability and ease of programming of Java by regular students/engineers, as well as the acceptable
performance of Java applets/applications in a computing- and user-interface-intensive setting.
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Figure 4-4 Snapshot of one of the homework examples that used Java-based Oct as the base object
data structure.
The figure shows a Java applet that allows users to choose multiple partitioning
algorithms and visualize the placement of the cells/results. During execution, various
costs of the placement are also displayed (by the line graph and bar chart) to the user.

4.3.6 Conclusion
The experience gained from this assignment/experiment provided a number of interesting and
encouraging insights with regards to using Java as a programming language for computing-intensive
(EDA) applications and general user interface.
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Java programming was well-received within a group of users that focused on developing mainly C
applications. This is due to the object-oriented nature, ease of programming for both general
programming logic and user interface manipulation, good abstraction of I/O and network
communication, as well as the useful library functions [68] and documentation provided with the Java
Development Kit [72].

On the performance side, a significant performance penalty was observed when comparing the Javabased applications (which included intensive computation and data structure manipulation) with
comparable applications developed in C/C++. However, the performance was still deemed acceptable
for full-blown applications.

The development of Java-dedicated hardware [73] and compilers [74] promises to provide a great
performance boost to Java applets and applications. The performance improvement, together with the
inherent advantages of Java as a programming language [65], and it being Internet-compliant (supported
by most Web browsers), will make Java an attractive candidate for developing both user interface for
existing EDA tools, as well as new applications.
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4.4 Web-Based Project Management Application
4.4.1 Introduction
Evolving into more than just a communications medium for static publishing, the Internet is emerging as
the platform for wide-area collaboration [20, 35]. However, many challenges and obstacles [44-46]
factor in into the viability of such a platform. These include a rich set of user applications, a “secure”
transaction and storage data model, efficient communications protocols and supporting infrastructure
applications.

The development of WebProj, a Java-based project management application [81, 82], contributes to a
number of the aforementioned aspects. WebProj provides a common working environment and helps
manage the flow, collaboration and administration of projects, with an emphasis on electronic design,
that are performed by people over the Internet.
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4.4.2 Functional Description
Distributed
Data Management

Profile
Activity

Personnel Tracking
MOTD

User

Scheduling System

Store

Schedule

Login/Query

Retrieve

User

User

Messaging System
Workflow Management

Data/Message

Data/Message

User

User
PERT Chart
Networking
Capabilities

Figure 4-5 High-level functional description of the different components of the WebProj system.

Users can access the WebProj system either as a Java application or as an applet running via a Javaenabled network browser. A registered or new user can log on to the application environment via a
Profile Window, which is analogous to an electronic time-sheet or the finger information in a UNIX
environment. After filling in the fields of the Profile window, a Password Window will prompt the user
for a password. The password is compared with the corresponding Member object in the back-end
data server. (If it is a new user, the information will be used to create a new Member object.) After the
verification process, the profile is saved and an e-mail is sent to the administrator indicating that a login
has occurred. The main window of the application will then appear, allowing the user to create new
projects (and edit them in the form of a PERT Chart [83-85]), update existing projects, etc.. Through a
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Database Dialog window, the user can access desired additional information (such as members,
projects, profiles) as allowed by his/her permissions.

Figure 4-6 Snapshot of WebProj.
The figure shows the main window of WebProj, which has in display a PERT chart that
corresponds to the project as indicated by the Project Window. The Database
Browser is also shown.

4.4.2.1 Persistent Object Package Usage
In addition to it being a groupware/project management application [89], WebProj also served as a
driver and user of the features provided by the Persistent Object package.
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A table that pinpoints the demonstrated infrastructure capabilities is followed.
Activity

Infrastructure Capability
Displayed
•

Proxy Server.

•

Loading Objects.

•

Query.

Saving Profile (during log in).

•

Saving Object.

E-mail Notification (during log in).

•

Messaging through e-mail.

Opening Project.

•

Database Browser.

•

Directory Structure Traversal.

•

Attachment Traversal.

Loading from www-cad.eecs.berkeley.edu
(web server theseus) with data server at
yoyodyne.eecs.berkeley.edu.
Password Verification.

4.4.3 Future Extensions
The extension of Java client object versioning capabilities will enable the development of a distributed
software configuration management system [86, 87]. This is especially important in managing network
files or data, especially those that are frequently updated of have versions scattered across the net in
different data servers.

Policies and visualization techniques that allow dependencies among data and members in the
environment to be easily traced and managed could be developed to enhance the wide-area
collaboration aspect of this application.
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Database [61] capabilities such as indexing, storing, table look-up and queries can be used for user
profile operations. Inherent database features, such as replication, for distributed data management can
also be explored.

Scheduling functionality can be incorporated into personal profiles through integration with other Java
packages. These may include calendar and personal organizer functionality as well as meeting
proposals.

4.4.4 Summary
The development of WebProj provided an excellent opportunity for testing, extending and showcasing
the features of the Java Persistent Object Package and Distributed Data Manager. The design and
implementation of such a groupware shed light onto the needs of engineers in a distributed collaborative
environment, areas of user interface, concurrent engineering and network data access.

It also acted as a springboard to the development of an important piece of infrastructure/application in a
Web-based design environment – The Distributed Tool Flow Manager, presented in the following
section.
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4.5 Distributed Tool Flow Manager
4.5.1 Introduction
One of the visions of a distributed design environment was the ability to pool together as many tools as
possible and enable any user to leverage the networked resources. There is a lot of room for innovation
and creativity in such an environment as users can choose best-of-breed applications easily and at a low
cost9.

The Distributed Tool Flow Manager is a Java-based application that allows users to flexibly choose
network tools, design workflow and configure servers to meet application-specific needs. This
capability is of great value, especially to CAD applications and processes [13-16, 20, 24].

At the system level, the Distributed Tool Flow Manager ties together the whole environment by utilizing
many pieces of the network infrastructure developed. These include:
•

Java Client Package, Client-Server Communication Protocol, Client-Database
Communication Protocol – Enables any Java/browser client to access the network tools and
services.

•

Proxy – Enables any browser client to access network resources.

•

Registry Service – Provides network clients with information on the availability of network
resources.

9

Users can access tools without following the traditional purchase-install model.
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•

Server Wrapper – Enables any new or legacy tool to connect to the WELD system by allowing
network clients to communicate with and invoke the tool.

•

Data Manger – Provides network storage for client.

4.5.2 Functional Description
Networked tools that are encapsulated by the Server Wrapper register with the Registry Service to
inform potential users of its availability, network location and other information, such as parameter
types. When a client invokes the Distributed Tool Flow Manager, a command is sent to the registry to
query the tools that are available. The response from the registry (available tools) is then used to
dynamically configure the menu bar entries of the tool flow manager. A user can then pick any of the
tools (such as data processing servers, translation tools, database entries, etc.) to be part of a flow. The
tool will be represented as an object on the tool panel. The user can then “connect” the tools chosen
and complete a flow. When the user “executes” the flow, the tool flow manager automatically traverses
the graph and configures the tools (according to user input parameters) so that the actual network flow
can be carried out and executed by the tool flow manager or a backend workflow server. During the
flow, the Tool Flow Manager continuously queries the servers and updates the tool panel so as to allow
users to visually track progress, including intermediate results and failure information of the flow.
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Figure 4-7 Snapshot of the Distributed Tool Flow Manger.
The figure shows a workflow that is constructed with the help of the Distributed Tool
Flow Manager. The circles represent the tools chosen and the connections represent
data flow between them. The colors of the tools indicate the execution status of the
current workflow (e.g. red for failed, green for finished, blue for not yet run).
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4.5.3 Conclusion
Many challenges and issues were encountered with the development of the tool flow manager, at both
the server10 and client side. At the client side, challenges included how best to represent and edit a
workflow, using different user interface metaphors, e.g. different graphs, colors and shapes.
Furthermore, there were also interactivity issues as to how much, how frequent and what kind of
feedback about the (execution(s) of) workflow should be relayed back to and what kind of information
to seek from the user.

The Distributed Tool Flow Manager will be used to demonstrate a significant CAD workflow at the
1997 Design Automation Conference[94]. Experience from development and deployment, as well as
feedback gained from potential users will be used to improve the features of the application.

10

The focus of implementation related to this report is on the client side. Details of the issues at the systems level
can be found at [97].
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4.6 Results and Experience
Through the design and development of various infrastructure components and client applications, we
have gained much knowledge and experience with regards to the needs, issues and challenges of
building a distributed environment.

These experience and insight include:
•

Choice and tradeoffs among different types of data servers in a distributed object environment.

•

Types of applications that best fit a distributed client-server model.

•

Current and expected performance of Java as applets and applications.

•

Performance and different modes of networked object operations.

4.6.1 Server Requirements
Currently, an object-oriented database [47-48] acts the data manager of the environment. However,
the underlying implementation that makes use of sockets and the transmission of strings make the
components flexible enough to interface with any backend proxy or data server, such as relational
database or file server.

The table below describes the tradeoffs of using different data backends:
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Server Type

Capability/Advantage

Disadvantage

Object-Oriented •

Object characteristics and

Database

properties can be preserved.

recompiled/re-linked after the

Can provide built-in database

manual entry of any new schema

capabilities (e.g. query,

(object definition), which requires

attribute processing).

database administrator access.

•

Relational

•

Database

File Server

Fairly flexible in object

•

•

The whole database needs to be

Requires mapping of object from

addition, deletion and

object-oriented structure to a

manipulation.

relational representation.

•

Built-in database capabilities.

•

Minimal extra software

•

required.

Complex object-mapping
techniques are required.

•

An (intelligent) transaction
manager in the native environment
has to be implemented.

While the use of an object-oriented data backend currently suffers from slight deficiencies such as
inflexible object additions, it was adopted due to its important ability to seamlessly preserve object
properties and thus provide object manipulation.

4.6.2 Applications
The WELD group has been involved in developing various types of network applications:
•

Full-blown EDA applications written in Java – SpecChart Editor[75].
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•

Addition of Java user interface to existing tools – WebSpice [76].

•

Web-sizing and integration of legacy (Nova) and commercial tools (Synopsys Design Compiler)
with our server technology [77].

A summary of the effort required and application capabilities of the aforementioned development routes
is listed below:
Type

Development

Suitable Applications

Remarks

Efforts
Developing/porting

High

Stand-alone user applications Performance hit since

full-blown Java

that cannot utilize network

Java is still slower than

applications

processing.

C/C++.

User-interface-intensive11.
Addition of Java

Moderate

Applications that can

Suitable for most

front-end to existing

leverage both flexible user

applications

tools

input/response and network
server processing.

Integrating with

Low

server wrapper

Data processing/computing-

Cannot support UI-

intensive applications.

intensive applications

4.6.3 Performance
The running of Java applets, as opposed to C/C++ programs in a native environment, introduces
various performance issues.
Our experience and expectation of their current and future impacts are summarized below:
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Loading of Applet

Affecting Factors

Experience and Expectation

Size of applet

•

Acceptable [75]

Network bandwidth

•

Bandwidth is highly dependent on the
client and server. Will get better in the
future.

Program Execution

Complexity of applet

•

Acceptable, but will improve upon the
introduction and optimization of Just In
Time compilers [74] and Java chips [73]
(dedicated hardware).

4.6.3.1 Data Transmission Overhead
Another performance issue is network latency caused by (frequent) network operations. This kind of
network overhead is introduced with the setting up of connection, opening and closing sockets. While
making use and taking advantage of object-oriented representation of data, we needed to design and
implement the policies of how (to what extent) objects would be saved and retrieved.

We made the decision that during save, the complete object, including everything below it would be
saved. This mode is the most intuitive and reasonable since users need only to save the highest level
object and can expect the necessary updates to be saved and passed over the network, as opposed to
having to explicitly state which particular object(s) to save.

As for loading object, we decided to follow the mechanism of the OCT system – a load only retrieves
an object at a single level. The user has to explicitly call initGenContents to retrieved the

11

UI Programming with Java is easier (to do and learn) than Xtoolkit, but less powerful and harder than Tck/Tk [93].
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data/objects that are attached to the original object. This policy could reduce the amount of data or
objects (at a lower level) that is unnecessarily-transferred.

While observing object-oriented properties, this approach introduced complexity and (object-oriented)
features that were not utilized by many legacy tools. Therefore, we implemented DataObject, a
Java class which provided the abstraction and mechanism that allows users to easily save to and retrieve
a string of arbitrary length and representation from a network data server. This mechanism allows the
simple file-saving mechanism of many existing tools to be preserved and reduces the integration time of
these tools to the WELD environment.

Moreover, during stress-testing and application integration, we realized the network overhead of saving
and loading complex objects to be fairly substantial. Therefore, we have looked at bundling the
commands that saving and retrieving a complex object involves to reduce the network overhead
involved.
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4 different approaches to handling network data transmission are described in the 2 tables below:
Data/Object

Performance

Availability

Example

Transfer
Mechanism

Single/Small Large
Object Set

Set

(--- socket set-up)

Moderate

Save
Box

---

Entire Objects Lowest

Low -

locked

--Save
Point1 1 1
--Connect Box Point1
--Save
Point2 2 2
--Connect Box Point2
--Save
{Box
{Point1(1,1)
Point2(2,2)
}
}

High -

Save
Box

Whole object
structure has to be
locked

Block Files

Low

Highest

Low Whole file has to be

---

Separate

High

Low

Network

Object-level locking

Commands

can be deployed

Complete

High

Moderate

High -

Command in 1

Object-level locking

String

can be deployed
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--Save
Point1
--Connect
--Save
Point2
--Connect
--Save
Box
Save
Point1
Connect
Save
Point2
Connect

1 1
Box Point1

2 2
Box Point2

1 1
Box Point1
2 2
Box Point2
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The pros and cons of each type of object/data transfer mechanism is listed below:
Data/Object Transfer

Pros

Cons

•

•

Mechanism
Entire Objects

User receives the whole
object with a single load.

Performance hit due to
unnecessarily-transferred
data.

Block Files

•

High network

•

Does not take advantage

performance when

of object-oriented

transferring whole files.

properties.
•

Low Availability.

•

Clients need an internal
representation and a
parser for objects.

Separate Network

•

Commands

Observes object-oriented

•

properties.

May suffer performance
hits when transferring
complicated objects.

Complete Command in 1
String

•

Gives user highest

•

flexibility.

Complicated message
format.

•

Complexity introduced at
both the client and server
end in preparing and
parsing commands.
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4.6.4 Conclusion
Many tradeoffs exist in the choice of infrastructure (such as different kinds of data servers and network
requirements) and application characteristics when building distributed applications and systems. Our
experience has shown that there is not always a clear-cut favorable strategy. It is important that the
system architects have the right vision and understanding of technology in order to choose an
implementation strategy that best meets system and user capabilities and demands. They should also be
able to evolve their thinking as system requirements and technologies evolve.
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5. Conclusions and Future Directions
This report has described our vision and motivation of building, as well as the high-level architecture of a
distributed design environment. Our experience and results in developing, testing and using various
applications in this environment have also been documented. While we have taken a substantial step in
realizing the goal of delivering a distributed design environment, there still exists many architectural,
feature and client challenges that we need to overcome in order for the WELD system to be considered
successful.

5.1 Architectural Challenges
Architecturally, it is of paramount importance to design the system and its protocols to be scaleable,
flexible and extensible. With the increasing popularity and prevalence of Internet applications and users,
it is imperative that the system be scaleable and able to accommodate the addition of tools and users to
the system without sacrificing the performance and availability of resources. The architecture and
components should be flexible and extensible so that it is easy for clients or external developers, in both
the industry and academia, to add-value to the system by connecting legacy tools, incorporating
emerging technologies or providing custom features for our environment, etc.

5.2 Feature and Service Provision Challenges
The development and provision of applications at different user levels:
Object-Level Management Package – Java Client Persistent Object Management Package
Data Manager – Java-Based OCT
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Engineering Application – Distributed Tool Flow Manager
General-User Application – Web-Based Project Management Application,
to the system have enabled us to realize that these applications not only satisfy specific client needs and
improve the richness of the environment, they also provide a means of measuring and evaluating the
performance of the infrastructure and (network) environment, which could help reveal potential
challenges and problematic areas that needs to be addressed and improved. Furthermore, they also
serve as drivers for the research and development of new and useful technical features of the system.

5.2.1 Future Development
In addition to continuously improving the features of the different packages and infrastructure in place,
effort could be put into investigating traditional and innovative ways to enhance collaboration, as well as
tackle the issues and challenges in building and deploying a distributed environment.

5.2.1.1 Collaboration Over Space
Besides encouraging and making it easy for geographically-dispersed clients to use the environment and
application developers and vendors to link in their tools and services, more work can be done in the
direction of facilitating the management of flows and dependencies of network tools, data and users
through the display of information using various visualization techniques [98].

5.2.1.2 Collaboration Over Time
Design is a highly collaborative and iterative process which often includes rounds of refinements and
exploration using different (combinations of) data, techniques and tools in search for the optimal or an
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acceptable solution. Therefore, features which enhance concurrent engineering and version management
[86-88] are of a high value to a design environment.
•

Locking and Transaction Model – We should investigate ways of data synchronization[43] to
achieve:

• Incremental update and real-time sharing of data.
• A transaction mechanism that ensures data consistency and facilitates collaboration.
• Fine-grained locking and access that enable parts of a design or data to be queried and
updated.

• Balance in database availability and performance.
• Versioning – More elaborate versioning techniques, such as branching, merging, etc. (techniques
used by many software configuration management products [86-88]), could be investigated and
implemented to augment the current versioning features.

5.2.1.3 Distributed Environment
While we have overcome many challenges in building a distributed design environment, such as a highlevel architecture, remote data and process management, communication mechanisms and tool and user
connectivity, there remains a number of system and client areas where we can improve upon.
•

Interactivity – Work can be done in the area of researching and prototyping mechanisms for
delivering and displaying information that are of value to users, as well as finding out situations where
seeking user input or feedback may be necessary and/or useful.

•

Reliability – Ways of improving the fault tolerance, durability, availability of network resources and
handling of network errors should also be considered.

5.3 User and Developer Participation Challenges
The expectations and goals of developing an environment is somewhat different from regular research
and development, where success is measured by the elegance of solution to a problem, efficiency or a
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protocol, features and robustness of a piece of software, etc. The success of a system is measured by,
in addition to the technical soundness of the environment and components, the number of users and the
benefits that are generated from using the environment, in terms of parameters such as improved
productivity, higher application profile, better user education about available tools, collaboration, etc.

Through interfacing with potential users and application providers of the system, we have found out that
users/clients are generally concerned and skeptical in the areas of security and performance (of Java and
the Internet). Therefore, besides making the system scaleable, easy to use and feature-rich, we need to
make the system secure and robust, by providing fault tolerance, data replication, encryption, access
control capabilities, etc., so as to ensure data consistency and help manage and protect intellectual
property, in terms of designs and data. Only will such a secure environment gain the trust and interest of
a critical mass of users and developers to make the system truly rich and useful. We also need to
continuously look into ways of improving the performance of our infrastructure components through
better design and making use of advanced technologies. Last but not least, we need to inform users of
the system and promote its ease-of-use and benefits so that more people can use, provide feedback
and input on feature extensions for, contribute and add value to the system.

While much of the design and research is either done or under way, a lot of engineering and
development is left to improve and extend the various features of the system. Sound and feature-rich
infrastructure, outside participation in both using and providing applications, and improvement in
networking and Java capabilities will determine the eventual success of the WELD environment.
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7. Appendices
7.1 WELD Client-Server Communication Protocol

7.2 WELD Client-Database Communication Protocol
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